Appendix Reading list (autumn, 2018)
MKVN09, Media, Health and Society, 15 credits

The required reading includes approximately 2000 pages of compulsory reading from books and journals (see below).

Compulsory reading:

Books


**In total approx. 1800 pages from books**

*Journal articles*


**In total: approx.. 1800 pages from books and 63 pages from journals and edited collections. All in all approx. 1900 pages**
Reference literature

**Books**


**Journal articles**


Saver Cynthia (2010). Tweeting, posting, and Yammering: The role of social media in the OR. *OR Manager The monthly publication for OR decision makers*. February 2010 Vol 26, No 2, 11-14. (3 pages)


doi: 10.2105/AJPH.2013.301483 (10 pages)


Great texts, enjoy!/Helena